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CHAPrER I
. 1NTRODU CT ION
In this present democracy it is becoming more evident that there is
a need for c1 tizens who can ttlink critically for themselves. So many of the
young people today follow the mob and do no thinking on their own.
rri nucci has stated:
Our democratic philosophy presupposes the need of critical thinking
as a basis of the development of consensus. From Thomas Jefferson
to the present it has been generally agreed that the continued
existence of our democracy depends upon an informed and intelligent
electorate. 1
It is the writer's belief that, because of the importance of
critical thinking, teachers should be aware of the dimensions of the skills
and when and how critical reading should be developed. Therefore, this paper
was an attempt to review literature on developing critical thinking through
reading. Stauffer has this to say on reading and thinking: "It seems that
all people agree that reading without understandirlg is not reading and many
more agree ": tr1tlt the reading and thinking processes are almost identical ... 2
g.atement oJ: the Problem
The goneral objective of this study was to survey t·he recent
literature on developing critical thinking in grade levels one through six.
1Sister "'io.ry Ctibrini Tinucci, "The Effect of Intensive Training
in Criti.cal Thinking en Social Studies Achievement and the Improvement of
Reading Comprehension of Eighth Grade Pupils, II (Unpublished Masters Thesis,
Cardinal Stritch College, 1968), p. ,.
2nussell Stauffer, ~a.chinjLCritjcal R0.~~~ t~~.'p.rim!lrY Leve!,.
(tiews.rk, DelwQre: Internl~tional Read:iIlg A.ssociation, 19681": p.l.
1
The specific objectives were:
1. to review reported research and other literature on critical
thinking and reading
2. to note the nature and importance of critical thinking and
reading
~. to note different methods of teaching critical thinking skills.
Stope and Limitations
This survey of literature related to critical thinking was limited
to research done in grades one through six, reported during the past ten
years. A few studies prior to the time were used because of their valuable
contrib\ttions. The information for this survey was gathered from the latest
periodicals, journals, proceedings, monographs, and books.
Signifi cance
Critical thinking must be coupled with learning to read. Durr aptly
states, ·Critical reading is a relatively recent term which has evolved from
an increasing 8.wareness of' the importance of the reader reacting to or thinking
about ideas expressed in print. a1 One aim of this study was to review the
'opinions of Rutllorities on critical thinking in reading. Teachers should be
aware of what has been written a.bout this important skill. Wi th this know-
ledge teachers should be encouraged to develop theskil1 a.t every opportunity.
In th.e classroom the most essential va.riable is the teacher. It
is her stti tude toward reading and thinking and instruction that
makes the difference. The teacher must be dedicated to the prop-
05i ti..on that reading is a rnental process and that effi cient
performance must be taught. 2
1William Durr, :t~~nfr: C;ritica!.. Reading_~n the .Intermediate Grades,
(lie~'iY Yor1~: Hou&l-}ton t.,1ifflin Company, 1967), p. 55.
2Rllssell sta.llffer, ~~iT!g Criti cal £tee.din!S. at r~~i}llB;rL~~k~'
(l~ew.srkJ l)elnwBre: Internationa.l Reading Association, 1968), p. 50.
A second aim of this study was to stress the fact that critical
thinking is a. skill that roust be developed from primary years and must
be a
continuous process.
In conclusion then it should be apparent that reading 1s a continuous
process and as such constantly subjects the reader's mind to new in-
forrrlstion requiring llim to adjust his thinking. Each word, each fact,
each conoept, each line or sentence requires a reeder to react, accept,
reject, associate and aSBim~late. The reader is asked constantly to
suspend judgemerlt. Many readers deal in the suspended judgement wi thout
ever being fully cognizant of what they are doing. If they were, there
would be more people about·who would refuse to jump to conclusions until
all the evidence was in or, if they did reach a conclusion on limited
eVidence, they n"ould realize that this is what has been done.
1
The significance of this study lies in the benefit to teachers and
their pupils from the application ot its ideas and insights.
Summary
In summary this chapter gives the statement of the problem: to review
literature on developing critical tllinking ski lIs through reading and in
doing
this to note the nature and importance of thinking skills and methods in
grades one through six. The scope, limitations and significance of the study
have also been cited.
_,.....,
r..-__•• ""- _
11bid., p. 12.
-
CHAPrER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Definition of Terms
Since the terms thinking, critical thinking, reading, and critical
reading will be used frequently in this study, definitions by various author-
ities will be discussed. It has been found that many college textbooks on
reading have no chapter on children's thinking. There are very few research
studies done on this topic, especially for primary and intermediate grades.
Downing says, "Perhaps thinking is noglected because it is an invisible process." 1
It is important, therefore, that the term thinking be defined and clarified.
Thinki~.--Vinackedescribes thinking as "something that goes on in
the mind. n
In general, thinking serves in the adjustment of the organism to its
environment, both internal and external. Thinking can occur as a
response to an inner need or as a response to a problem arising in the
external world ••••As behavior, then thinking can frui tfully be treated
in terms of adjustment. It is the internal processes which bring the
organization laid down in past learning to bear upon response to current
situation, and which shape those responses in keeping with inner needs. 2
Russell has this to say about thinking:
Thi~cing is a process rather than a fixed state. It involves a sequence
of ideas moving from some beginning, through some sort of pattern of
relationships, to some goal or conclusions •••• It is possible to ma.ke a
logi croll distinction between the materials of thinking (such as perceptions),
the motives i.n thinking (such as attitudes influencing it), the processes of
1Jolln D,owning, uHow Children Tllink About Reading, II The Reading Teacher,
XXIII (December, 1969), p. 217.
2W• Edgar Vinacke, The Psychology of Learning (New York: McGraw Hill,
1952),' pp. 2,6,7_
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thin1{ing (such as classifying), the abili ties in th111king whi ch pro-
duce case and precision in problem situations. 1
Russell, in an article called nChildren vlork with Ideas" mentioned
four main types of thinking:
1. Associative thinking - putting two or more things together as in a
printed symbol and the word it stands for.
2. Oovergent thiru{ing - a series of associations on other experiences
gradually building up concepts or dopth of understanding of
important ideas.
;. Problem solving - wit:h its interchangeable steps of identification,
data gathering, hypothesizing and testing. Such testing comes close
to e. relatod activity sometimes called critical thinking.
4. Creative thinkirlg - new and frosh idess. 2
stauffer, after..Q lengthy discussion of the definitiona given by
Vinacke. Dewey, Johnston, Ruseoll and others, stated a definition which he
claimed would be helpful to teachers and parents and was adequate to direct
reading for meaning. The definition was:
Thinking is a form of behavior or adjustment that is initiated by
impulses that are to some degree both internal and external in nature,
and are cha.nneled by selective factors that dynamically determine
response to the sub-whole and the total situation - on either an active
or permissive basis, and are terminated when a particular response is
disoovered f realized, and followed up; or when something now becomes
directive. This definition allows for either productivo or reflective
thinking and for unregulated thinking.}
The concern of this papor was critical thinkingj therefore, several
definitions of critical thinking will be discussed.
1David Russell, Children t 8 Thinking (Boston: Ginn and Oompany,
1956), p. 27.
2David Russell, ItChildren Work with Ideas," Childhood Educa.tion,
XXXVII (January, 1961), p. 212.
~RuS8ell Stauffer, Directin~.ReadingMaturity as a Cognitive Process
(New York: Harper and Row, 1969), PP. 22-2}.
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6£!1~ic&l ThiEking.-~HuU8 said that:
Critical thinking involves reaction to other ideas or to one's previous
ideas. It can be creative in that it can produce new insights for the
individ'ual, but these insights are concerned with previously established
conditions. 1
Gordon expanded Huus's definition to include the requirements and
foundations needed.
Critical thinking is the evaluation of 80me ideas or products in tho
light of some norm or standard. It requires an inquiring attitude,
knowledge of the subject, application of methods of analysis, and
action in the light of the analysis. Tho foundation upon which to build
critical thinking 1s a language-oriented reading program. The promotion
of critical thinking should however, be the function of the total school,
and it can be since thero are opportunities in every area of the curriculum
for students to practice thinking critically.2
Usery defined critical thinking as follows:
Critical thinking mey b. defined as the act of searching for the clearest
idee,s about a subject derived fr~he fact, points of view, observations,
and other elements. The reaching continues until one reachas a point at
which he understands the intricacies of the problem 80 that he is able to
US8 log! cal and croati ve thinking to make judgments and act in the light
of those judgments.'
Discussion of developing criti cal thinking through reading was one .
of the purposes of this study; therofore, the definition of reading according
to .everal authors will be clarified.
Readin~...-Rus8ell giyes this definition of reading.
Reading 18 r08ponding. The re.ponse.may be at the 8urface lovel of
1Helen Huue, ·Critical and Creative Reading," Reading and Inguirx
ed. J. Allen Figurel, (Newark, Delaware: International R~ading Association,
1965),pp. 115..17.
2Lillian G. Gordon, ·Promoting Critical Thin~ing,ft Reading and
Inguir:z: ed. J. Allen Figurel, (Newark, Delaware: International lleading
Association, 1965), p. 121. .
~~ary Lou Usery, "Critical Thinking Through Children's Literature,"
Cr1tic~1~~~cd. Martha L. Xing, Bernice D.·E~linger, Willavene Wolf,
(New Yprk: Lippincott, 1967), p. )20.
7ce.lling the \-lord. It may be at the so~ewhA.t deeper level of' understanding
the explicit [i1ei1ning of sentences, paragraph or passage. Sornetirrles
reading may be at a third level. It may involve going beyond tile facts
to tlle discovery of new and personal mennings. It ruBY be a stimulus to
i'mages, memories, identification or fresh and creative thoughts. 1
Merely pronouncing the "lords on the page is not reading. Gray has
said -that:
'We can distinguish four main components in the interpretation of printed
matter. Briefly stated, they are (1) word perception, (2) comprehension
of the ideas represented by the words, (}) reaction to these ideas,(4) assimilation or integration of the ideas with previous knowledge or
experience. 2
stauffer on the other hand gives this definition.
Reading is a mental process requiring accurate word recognition, ability
to call to mind particular meanings, and ability to shift or reassociate
meanings until the constructs or concepts presented are clearly grasped,
critically evaluated, accepted and applied or rf)jected.;
Critical Reading.--Now that several definitions of reading have been
discussed, critical reading, which is the heart of the paper, will be defined
by acme authoritios.
In their treatment of critical reading Eller and Wolf contend that,
·Critical reading ability refers to the cluster of skills involved in evaluation
of t.he validity, accuracy or intellectual worth-whileness of a unit of' printed
matter. n4
Huus, on the other hand, states that, ·Critical reading requires the
evaluation of the material and no~s, and concluding or acting upon
1David Russell, "Personal Values in Reading,· The Reading Teacher, XV
(December, 1961), p. 172.
2William S. Gray, On Their Own in Reading (Chicago: Scott Foresman,
1960), p. 10.
)stauffer, ~rectinR Readin~ Maturity,p. 16.
4tlilli~~ We Eller and Juditp I. Wolf, "Developing Critical Reading
Abilities, n Journal of Rea.~ing, X (December, 1966), p. 192.
J"'U'..) ('''''''(:!'n+ II 1u. e,'''''''' '" '¥ •
lachs.ry has e. good definition which brirlgs in young children. nCrit-
ical reading often refers to critical thinking about what yau read, but i.n
conoidcring the needs of younG children the term should be expanded to mean the
application of critical thinking ~nd reading skills to what is read, reviewed,
heard and observed. n2
Many authorities and writers use the terms critical reading and crit-
ieal thinking interchangeably. To lessen confusion, the ideas an critical reeding
and thinking of Karlin and rlobinson will be used in this paper. Karlin states,
nIt is the writer's belief that critical thinking and critical reading have
much in common. t1 ) .
Nature .nd Importance of Critical Readi~ and Thinkin~
This is an age of mass communication. Newspapers, radio, television,
magazines, and pocket-sized boaks and motion pictures have become the principal
purveyors of entertainment and information. It is, therefore, impertant and
necessary that tho people receiving all this cemmunication be able to evaluate
and judge criticAlly the influx of communication.
The term critical reading is used by authorities in many ways: as a
major part of comprehension, as a higher-level comprehension e.bili ty and as·.
specific comprehensien ability. Those who use the term critical reading de not
always agree on what it includes; that is, creative reading, analytical reading
1Helen huus, "Critic(l~l and Creative Reading, n Ree.di~ and Inguir;r
ed. J. Allen Fi~curel, (l~ewa,rk, Dela.\·lllre: InternatiQn.,l H.eadi11g Association,
1965), p. 115.
2Lillian Ze.chary, "Critical Reading, " Instructor, L7~IX (November,
1969), p. 62.
3R~)bert Ke,rlin, t1Critic!tl ReadinG is Cri.tical Thinking, II Educ!'.tion,
LXXXIV (Septembel", 1963), p. 8.
or critical evaluation.
T~lis variability in wh£tt constitutes critical reading is due to
lack of research evidence on the reading abilities and the related factors.
However, there is complete agreement on the import~nce of critical re~ding.
Before stressing the na.ture end importance of critical reading and
thinking in the primary grades, the writer would like to give Russell's four
reasons why critical thinking should bo developed from kindergarten through
college.
1. TIle wh$le force of ma.ss culture is toward conforruity rather than
individuality.
2. Good mental ability does not guarantee somo of the specific skills
needed in critical thinking.
;. Attitudes of critical thinking can be learned, at least in part, by
imitation of the procedures of the teacher and other adults.
4. The school must help supply the background of experience, the
familiarit, and know-how, which i. the necessary basis for critical
thinking.
In discussing the nature ef critical reading Sochor states, "If
reading comprohension involves thinking, then critical reading must invelvo
thinking. n2
In Prir.£lary Grades. --This statoment and othe r statements en thinking
and reading critically are so profound that the questiQn arises about the
pOS$ibility Gf primary children being able to master and use these skills.
The eight-year-old has neither the motivation nor the intellectual
capacity to criticize the validity of original documents or to suggest
additio11t\1 h.ypothe••s growing out of a complex scientific experiment,
bl.lt h~ can tllink critically about matters rela.ted to experience.
1David Russell, "Prerequisite: Knowing How to Road Critically,tt
~lementD.ry E~lisl.!, XL (Octobor, 196}), p. 581~
2Elona. Sochor, IJThe I~ature of Critical Reading, II f..~~~.!'I...Y_§..I1El~E.h,
XXXVI (January, 1959), p. 49.
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. .
~~tters affecting his home, his health, his immediate surroundings and
his school \iork C~tn provido context for his critical thinking. As he
grows older, his reading and his interpersonal contacts will extend the
range of material to which critical thinking msy be applied.'
Despite this assumption that young children can think and read
critically Wolf and Ellinger reported that:
Although interest in critical reading has been shown by the publication
of nearly 200 articles on the topic in the last decade, few educators
have attempted to test the possibility of teaching it below the junior
and sanior high school l~vels. In fact, the theories of Piaget suggest
that certain types of critical thinking or applying critical thinking
to the printed page is impossible before the age of twelve. 2
However, Wolf and Ellinger also stated that "There was evidence from
several studies that children can perform these higher thinking processes to
80me degree before a.ge twelvo.·~
Primary children can think critic~lly. This is the opinion of many
authorities. They can evaluate in the terms of their maturity and background
of experience. The kind of critical thinking and the amount depend on tho
t.acher.
Artley has this to say on critical reading at the primary level:
It appears to me that in the teaching of critical reading one of
the most important understandings to be developed early in children
18 that for II j\ldgment to be valid it must be based upon defensible
crite:r-ia. Tho teacher's questions, "\rlhy do you think the way you do?"
or "What ~re your reasons for?" may point up the fact that the reader
has no basis for his evaluation or that the basis is very tenuous. The
primary grades are not too early to begin the development of these
kinds of understandings. Further extension of this basic understanding
10
1David Russell, Children's Thinking (Boston: Ginn e.nd Company, 1956),
pp. }02-0}.
2Willavene Wolf and Bernice D. Ellinger, "Teaching Critical Re8ding:
An Observational Study," Critical Readin., ed. Martha L. King, Bernice D.
ElliligCr and ~lil1avene \alolf, New York: Lippirlcott, 1967), p.4,4.
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will lead the reader on moro advanced levels to recognize the fact that at
times his jud&"11f~nt must be withheld until he has evidence to subst~ntie.te
it. Growth in this direction will prevent the many quick trigger
opinions that adul ts give and the judgments they make on the spongy ground
of bias and prejudice.'
Artley, Stauffer, and many others agreo that young people in the pri-
mary grades are capable of' critical thinking and reading. Of course, their
neods and abilities are not the same as older children; however, thea. needs
and abilities should not bo neglected. Wolf and Ellinger stated:
Crit.ical reading is one manifestation of the critical thinking process;
it is using critical thinking in the act of reading. Therefore, it
follows that if elementary school children can think critically at an
early ag~ they enn also be taught to read critically. Yet, elementary
school teachers frequently neglect the higher thinking skills when
teaching r.adin~ and instead spond moat of their time teaching the mechan-
ics of reading.
Petty, in an articl. on critical reading in primary grades, conaidered
that critical thinking involves:
1. &nattitude of being disposed to consider in a thoughtful way the
range of one's oxperience
2. knowledge of ths method of logical inquiry and reasoning
;. 80me skills in applying these methods.
Abilit.y to do critical reading AS described here should and can begin
to be developed even before actual reading is done because of its re-
lationship to critical thinking••••Problems which have meaning for
children afford excellent oppol~tunitio8 for critical thinking. Young
children should learn to recognize problems that need solving and to
state those in th~ir own words. They can think about what the different
aspocts of a probleln may be -- that is, what things are involved, what
actiol18 must be taken, what must be found before the problem can be
solved. They can make some judgments as to whether it will be po.sible
to find 'the answers to some or all of their questions. They may even
11'\. star! Artley, "Implementing a Crit-ical Reading Program on the
Primary Level, It Rea.2.i J1.r.; and .Inquiry, cd. J. Allen Figurel, (Newark, Delaware:
Internation~l R6ading Association, 1965), p. 112.
2\/01£ and Ellinger, nrreAching Critical Reading, n p. 4;5.
begin to decide Wilcthcr a particular source of informa.tion is reliable. 1
In the primary grades, problem-solving depends on the people to whom
the children talk, reactions to various places, pictures they study and the
printed material which they read.or have read to them. Children need to make
judglUents as to whether the material anS\ierS their questions.
From what has been presented so far on the nature and importance of
critical reading in the prinu.try grades, it appea.rs that the teacher is the
crucial factor. The teacher must recognize tho importance of critical
reading and also realize that from primary grades onward they have the re-
Iponsibility to develop abilities in critical thinking.
McCullough investigated wh•.ther quostions purpo~ting to measure
different types of comprehension are testing essentially different things.
She reported that:
It should be admitted that children can be trained to think only in
terms of the facts of a story if the teachers ask them only facts,
just as .. dog chained to post becomes used to sitting by the post
even when he is not chained. They check their higher thought processes
at the door, as it were. Children need a good variety of questions in
their experiences with stories, then they will be ready to think in
various ways about .tory material. 2
If the children in the schools are to develop skill in critical
thinking through reading, they must b. taught from tho readiness program on
up to college. Teachers must think of readiness tor evaluative reading be-
sides thinking of word recognition and understanding meanings. "One of the
1Wal ter Petty, "Critical Reading in the Primary Grades, n ~lementa!y
English, LXXIII (May, 1956), p. }oo.
2Constance NcCullough, "Responses of Element.lry School Children to
Common Types of H~~ading COrYlprehension Q,uestions," Journal of Educational
Researcl}, L1 (September, 1957), p. 66.
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IDt5.jor rnie;conceptions Ctlrr.cnt m.mOr.i2~st reading teacllers is that trnining in cri-
tical rending should be delo_yed until lat.er grades. tl1
In concluding this discussion on the nature and importance of critical
thinking and reading in the primary grades, the writer wishes to stress again
that younger children have the ability to think and read critically. HO\oJover,
the ability needs help in growing and developing. It is imperative that
teachers realize this and do all they can to foster this ability. Critical
thinking even in primary grades is a requirement for a citizen living in a
democracy.
I~termodiate Grades.--Tho middle grade child has .. questioning mind.
Thil should be used as a starting point to good thinking, e~peci.lly critical
thinking. Childron will begin to develop better ways of thinking about what
they read if they have been trained to do 80. In the intermediate grades they
should be ablo to think on a higher level. Thoy should be readers and thinkers
who are not fooled by emotional language and who can recognize propaganda. It
i. important to recognize propaganda because unless it is understood, there is
a danger of having the mind and body enslaved.
In·the intermediate grades the children should be able to criticize
and question what the author is saying; therefore, it is important to have a
good foundation in comprehension. The child cannot think critically about ideas
he does not understand.
C11ildren a.t this grade level must be allowed to develop the ability
to think critically. If they are treated as if they cannot think, they will
learn not to think.
1J,JIarion Jenkinson, "Layi~ a Foundation for a Critical Reading Program, n
~ad~ne1-and It1qu!!:'i, ed. J. Allen }t'igurcl, (l~e\iark, Dele-wa.re: International
Reading Associtrtion, 1965),· p. 112.
Pupils learn to avoid thinking because thinking may get them in trouble.
It is sufer just to gi,"e a quick end simple answer. Tb.ey learn that there
really isn1t time to think nor is there any reward for it. There are just
more snSVIerS to get, more pages to complete J more tasks to face. A11d. for
many children none of i.t rnakes very much sense. There simply ian' t time
or opportunity to organize, much less to contemplate or reflect on it &11.'
The need and importance of teaching critical reading is greater in the
interm~diate level than in the primary level; therefore, it is necessary to
build upon the foundation hopefully begun in the lower grades. The problem is
that most pupils in the later-grades are poorly equipped to read critically.
They lll.ve acquired certain beliefs that make them unwilling to question
statements ininforlnative material. Two of these beliefs are as follows:
(1) simply because an idea appears in print it must be true and there-
fore is not to be challenged, and (2) any printed statement on a given
point is necessarily more valid than a spoken statement on the same
point. 2
Pup&ls in the intermediate grades ~re unacquainted with ways of
trying to determine whether a statement i. valid. They also know little about
distinguishing between fact and opinion. They are not aware of emotional and
factual language, alld bi.s or propaganda. Most of the.e children accept
passively whatever they read and receive many false notions.
Trying to perform these variou8 act. can be qUite complicated.
Children in intermediate grades are not expected to reach full potential during
the elementary school years; however, they acquire rudimentary skills e••ential
to critical reading.
Whether tho teaching nhouldbe done rest. on these premises. First,
is the importance which cri~ical reading has in developing people who
are conce:rned about furthering their education independently and about
the welf~re of society. Second, since many pupils do not complete
both elementary and seconda.ry education, the instruction should not be
1Helen \vardeberg, "Critical Reading, h Elementary Enr;lish, XLIV
(March, 1967), p. 250.
2~1illi~un Durr, Teflching Criticril ReadinE in the Intermediate Grades
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Compn~y,-1967), p. 2:
withheld from intennediate grade pu~ils. Third, the,ability to read
critically can be developed most adequately by introducing some of its
basic aspects as soon as the pupil can understand and use them.'
In the middle grades it is important to strengthen and extend the
skills that s}lould have been taught in the primary grades. Pupils will be
introduced to a higher level of skills and the materials will be more d1f-
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ficult. These grades will have wide reading of factual material in textbooks.
magazines and newspapers. The children should use care in evaluating these
materials. 1¥1ost ten- or eleven-year olds cannot be expected to recognize
subtle biases, but they canbe taught to identify personal opinion.
Karlin, in discussing critical thinking and reading for the inter-
mediate grades, said:
Another aspect of critical reading for pupils of this age involves
questions ,of judgment based upon values to which they subscribe.
For .. child to be able to answer the question, "vias it the right
thing to do?" as he studies the westward movement and the ultimate
placement of the Indian on reservations requires the accumulation of
more facts and fewer opinions and the weighing of issues. Of course,
he ia able to relate such conduct only to his concept of fairness and
no effort should be made to have him struggle with moral issues that
are beyond his present reach. But there is no question that this
attitude of judging issues should bo fed by careful guidance. 2
The writer believes that teachers in the intermediate grades in con-
trast to many primary teachers do not need to be convinced of the need to
teach the critical thinking and reading skills. They have more opportunities
and the material of' these grades lend themselve"s to critical thinking a.nd
reading. However, Gray after studying several years of research on critical
reading instruction stated that, "Elementary school children are capable of
critical thinking development. Yet there has been very little progress in
2Robert Karlin, "Sequence in Thoughtful and Cri ti cal Reaction to \1hat
is Read," Criti?~l_~~~?j~E, ed. Martha L. King, Bernice D. Ellinger, and
Willa.vene Wolf, (l~ew York: Lippincott, 1967), p. 180.
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developirl[; critical re!.\.ding in th.• elementary school ... 1
Resetlrch l1e.. a.lso shown that a major impedi!l1ont to t11e developrnent of
critical res.dora has been the assumption by teachers that critical thinking or
reading will develop naturally -and tha.t instruction is not necessary. Durrell
and Cll5Jilcers claim, "The ability to think appears to rest upon training rather
than upon intelligence. u2
Much of the lit.rnt~~e brought out the fact that children bring with
them to school many concepts and opinions. The teacher ie required to direct
reading as a thinking process 10 that the childron may use their oxperience.,
making comparilons and judg~ents. The teacher must teach tho childron to ro-
fleet on events from thoir ewn experience. and to rea.on while reading.
Research hal implied that critical reading and thinking ability cannot
be a.awnod bocauso a child is good at comprehenlion. The critical .kills must
be taught. Tho students must have thooppertunitie. to utilize the skills net
enly in the reading cIa•• but in content fields.
Factors that Influence Growth of Skills
Methods used ts teach critical thinking and reading skills will be
ineffective in an atmosphere that is nGt cenducive for the skill.. Therefer.,
attitudos and Gther factors that influence the grewth of critical skill. will
bo diacU8&ed. Eller and Wolf reported that:
There are numerf)'.1.:,! f'ftctors which influence critical reading performances;
'l:Hrian Gray, nRosearch and Elementary Sch••l Reading Inltructien, U
The Reading T6ach~, XXII (Februa~, 1969), p. 45,.
2DG'Jn81d Durrell 8.nd Richard Chembers, "Research in Thinking ~~bili­
ties Rslated to Reading, n 9r.itical J~e1lding, ed. r/Iartha L. King, B.rnic~ D.
Ellinger, and Willavene Wolf, (New York: Lippincott, 1967), p. }'7.
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these factors illro found both within readers alid within reading materials
and many of ther;:l haye s. negetiv'o effect upon critical reading abilities.
Within certain limits teachers can apparently foster improvement.'
The teacher must assure that the classroom atmosphere will foster
criti cal reading. She must not only have the right materials but also en-
courage childl'ten to express their opinions and develop self-confidence.
A classroom which stimulates critical reading and all interpretive
reading goes far beyond selected materials and specific lessons.
A classroom which stimulates critical thinking is alive with questions,
with energy and vitality, and with feeling as well as with information. 2
Groff studied fifth and sixth grade children's expressed attitudes
toward four different context type of reading material. The hypothesis of
this study was that a positive relationship existed between pupil attitudes
and pupil scores on an experimental test of critical reading. Relationships
betwean the pupils' critical reading scores and attitudes expressed toward
reading &. a school activity and attitudes expressed toward'school, class-
mate. and teachers were .lso explored.
This study suggested that the reading comprehension of each child is
influenced somewhat by his attitude toward the content type of material he i8
given to read. This is more likely to be true if the child is asked to reason,
or read beyond the material, than if he i8 asked to ~epeat verbatim.;
Piekarz had this to say about attitudes and emotions in relation to
1William W. Eller and Judith C. \-Iolf, "Developing Critical Reading
Abilitios, n i,.ourn.fll of Reading, X (December, 1966), p. 192.
2Melvin Hovlards, "The Conditions for Critical Reading,11 Fusing
ReD..din~ Ski 11.8.. Qni._q2.E~~, ed.Ellen Thomas and Alan Robinson, (~lew..rk,
Delaware: International l1eading Association, 1969), p. 172.
'Patrick J. Groff, "Children's Attitudes Toward Reading and Their
Abilities in Four Content-Type l..t.terii.l'," Journal of Education Research,
(April, 1962), pp. ;1}-14. ·
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critical reading:
Attitudes and emotions have erfects on critical reading. We read with
cur feelings fll1d n~titudes 8.S well as with our intellectual abilities.
These e~otional factors can facilitate or impede our intellectual
functions. Attitudes provide us with ~ personal outlook on the world
through our feelings, biasea, inclinations, preconceived notions, ideas,
fe~rs, threats and convictions, making each person's view of the world
different from everyone elsets. Negative attitudes are probably more
influential than positive attitudes, but strong attitudes in either
direction do affe ct our awareness and re cogni tion of' truth and rea.Iity
it isn't only people in love who see no faults in each other. Attitudes
affect reading at the perception level bw helping to determine the printed
worda we actually see, &'tthe understanding level by coloring, twisting,
and distorting ideas, and at the retention level by selecting those things
that will be remo!nbered and those that wi 11 be forgotten. Criti cal
readers go beyond tIle identification of' stated fa.ct. and ideas and en-
gage in interpretive and evaluative thinking as they read. This makes
them parti cularly BU.S cepti ble to their own emotions, prey to their own
attitudes. Successful critical readers recognize material which i8
emotionally loaded for them because of differences in viewpoint and
resist, in so far as possiblo, giving into their personal feelings and
emotions and remain detached, neutral, and objective about what they
read as they read. Peoplo differ in critical reading performance as
much becauso of variation8 in attitudes as because of variations in
inte lligence. 1
Maw and Maw studied the relationship of curiosity to reading behavior.
Porsons of high curiosity Ican the environment more thoroughly than do per-
Bons of low curiosity and therefore they notice more. The high curiosity
persons want to know more about what they see. It would 8eem thon in reading
that high curiosity person. will be more alert and active in seoking under-
.tanding. In this seeking for understanding tho readers high in curiosity will
more likely grasp important relationships and give attention to the meaningful
aspect8 of sentences than the readers of the same intelligence but less
,
curiosity. They are less actively concerned with gaining understanding.
This hypothesis was tested in two independent studies, one conducted
1Josephine A. Piekarz, "Attitudes and Critical Reading,n Critical
!teadin;~, ed. 14artha. L. Ki-ng, Bernice D. Ellinger and \~ill..vene Wolf, (!~ew
York: Lippincott, 1967), pp. 14~-~4.
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in December, 1960, with 191 pupils and nnother in March, 1961, with 749 pupils.
Curiosity groups were matched for verbal and non-verbal intelligence.
In both phases of the study, the findings supported the hypothesis
that children 'IIi th hi{~h curiosity sense the menning of sentences more ac-
curately than do low curiosity children of the same tested intelligence. The
study tndicated that the adva.ntages held by pupils of high curiosity are less
at the lower IQ levels. 1
Classroom environment can stimulate this curiosity if it has the right
kind of environment. Strickland had this to say about clasQrooms:
An attractive classroom as background for tho child's school experience
affords him pleasure and certain aesthetic value. A comfortable class-
room environment gives him a sense of security and well-being with
possible release of energy for purposes beyond just keeping the organism
in equilibrium. But a classroom environment can be both attractive and
comfortable and sttll be a passive, static environment which does little
or nothing in and of itself to stimulate a child to reach out for ex-
periences which help him to expand and grow. In fa.ct, attractiveness
and comfortableness which do nothing to stimulate curiosity, encourage
exploration, thinking, and problem-solving, which keep the child in a
passl~e, receptive, and vegetive sort of equilibrium, can stand in the
way of growth.' Intellectual growtll is largely a ;resultor finding one-
self discontented with the stage in which one is and a consequent
reaching out to build a. new equilibrium on Ii. higher intellectual level. 2
The above discussions pointed out that there are many factors
affecting critical thinking and reading. Before the skills can be taught these
factors must be taken into consideration by teachers. Creating a challenging,
curiosity-filled classroom atmosphere is a step in the right direction.
Children's attitudes are also important and must be guided.
1Ethel Maw and W. H. Maw, ftChildren's Curiosity As An Aspect of
Read ing Cornprehens ion," The Read ins~ Teacher, XV (February, 1962), pp. 236-40.
2Ruth Strickland, "Creating a Challenging Classroom Environment,"
The Readin~ Teacher, XV (December, 1961), p. 193.
Methods at th~ Prirn~rv Level
.. I' •
In the past a great deftl of attention has been given tG word per-
ccptiQn and cGmprchonsion skills. Many Autheritios claim that critical reading
skills !U1VO been neglected.
Prim&ry children can be taught to show good judgment and to develop
reasoning ability. They can be taught to express ideas in general terms, t.
give reasons fer ideas expressed. They should also be encouraged t. expre ••
their own ideas .f evaluation and appreciation.
Shetka give. an eutli~ that can b. used in the primary grades in
developing critic~l thinking. The ~utline is:
1. See and state a prGblem.
2. RcCOg11izc what can be tfiken for granted.
;. As.ume what is true fer the sake of testing.
4. Give reasons for testing.
5. Get evidence: reading, by looking about us fer answors, talking t.
parents and people in position t. help us, using pictures, eeeing film••
6. Evaluate the .vidence by: finding biaa, validity, roliability.
7. Put 1"ind ings t&gethE) r and organize them.
8. Draw conclusions. 1
Shotka then describod in great det..il hew this outline can be used 8..
an .pportunity to teach and improve critical thinking. The topic usod was "The
Homo and the Community.1t This Icemed t. be vory tlell werked out and practical.
It has been establishod that critical r~ading i8 pQssible with young
children, but tho am~unt and type rest with the teacher. Painter gives some
examples and applications of critical reading at the primary level.
Primary children can question whether a situation is truth or fantasy.
A child ma.y decide if action is plausible in stGriea not labeled
fairy stQries.
Young children can be led t. judge the competence ef an author.
~lildren can judge how fair and just anether is.
Characters cm.n be judged as life-like or real.
Sometimoa a titlo can be appraised.
1Jesephine Shotkn, "Critical Thinking in the First Gradel," Childhood
Education, XXXVI (i.fny, 1960), pp. )1·05-06.
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Childr~n can judge practices.
Children can judge likenesses and differences in books dealing with
children of other lands.
Various types of comparioons can lead to critical thinking.
A child s110uld be rCt~dy to evaluate his own oral or \"ritten reports.
A teacher may teach children to detect propaganda.
The child must be G.lert to -i"igurative Innguagt::.
A child c~n becom~ alert to words that arousa emotions. . ,
Finally, Q child will select books according to his preferences.
Under each one of these points, Painter gives specific examples of
materials that can be used t~ develop critical thinking. This article con-
tains a wealth of ideas for teachers.
Stauffer maintains that training in reading that accomplishes gOGd
thinking is belt done in a group situation where there i5 1iscus8ion. These
group directod-thinking activities help pupils become aware of discrepancies
betwoon their own interpretatiengand tho.e of Gther pupils. Ho gives three
basic steps that should be followed for developing .. directed reading-thinking
activity.
The first step i8 doveloping purposes for reading. Purpoics direct
and motivate the influences that got a reader started and carry him through
the end. If tho reader from the very beginning has a definite purpose for
reading, he acquires a propor attitude toward reading and an appreciation
of the use and value of having .. purpose.
The role of the teacher is that of an agitator. Tho teacher should
not dominate or intimidate. All the members of the group should be involved
in the act of setting up conjectures and purposes. Well-written stories and
good pictures should maintain and carry the reader to the end.
Tho second step is developing habits of reasoning. The reader should
'Helen Painter, "Critic!!.l Reading in the Primary Grades, 11 Developing
Compreh~nsion Including Critical Heading, ed. Mildred DRwson, (Newark,
Deli-ware: lnt ernationnI Heading A'sso cia'tion, 1968), pp. 18;-86.
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balance hi. experience and his knowledge and the yardsticks provided by s0ciety
tha.t he has loarned to use because they are socially and' culturally acceptable
against those of the authors. To the degree that the reader has examined care-
fully the experiences mdknowledge that he uses, to that degree he can be a
critical reader.
The third step is developing habits of prediction. By silent reading,
the c}lildren can f'ind eut wllether or not predictions made have been right or
wrong. .After silent reading there is Gral reading to prove to the greup that
predictions were right or wrong. In these circumstances there is immediate
feed-back.
In the directed-thinking reading act;vity there is instant and en-going
te8tir~ so that the reader can substantiate or deny his hypothesi. and prQve
what he ha. feund. 1
Further, Stauffer presents lessons on the first-grade level and the
third-grade level using this directed-thinking activity. Actual stories are
used and all the steps are ~Gllowed and explained in detail.
In conclusion he states, "It may not be true that you can induce a
child to read anything if your approach is that fundamental to a directed-
thinking activity, but it appears that you can teach him t& read a great deal
more and in a mere scholarly way than anyone might have guessed. 112
Howards offered some practical iuggestions in teaching critical skills
in primary grades. He suggested that:
Many o~ the rudiments of structural skills and critical reading
skills can be taught in the primary grades using some of the TV
ads about plsstic electronic monsters which the children soon dis-
1Russell Stauffer, T.eachinr, ern! cal Reading at the Primary: Level,
(!~ewQr.k, Delaware: International Hc;ading Association, 1968), PP. 5-12.
2
.!!:..!i. I p. 50.
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ccvcr really do not look as bie in the store ftS they did on TV end
\ihlch fall r-pnrt quickly. Thie kind of u\tlsroness cnn be hit-;hliLhted and
used to bui ld in th,e foundational background for more Bophi sti cated
critical reading skills Inter. In teaching youngsters the differences
b·et"fre.en the r~!11 find unref.l.l, the imnginary e..nd the actu~l, fact and
fiction, one can re~ily see the applicstion of several ba~ic critical
rCftdi!ls skills. 11h~ child can be questioned as to whether certain super-
stitions or misconceptions 'could be proved. How? Do arguments make
sense? Children lo~/e hu~or 'rdhich can r(~adiJ¥ be slanted to"Hard this end
f · J. • ~ l' 1o crl~~Ca! ens YS1S. I
Lee, BinghaM, and Woelfel in their book Critical Reading Develops
~~~ offer ~any -pt~ctical methods in developing critical reading end thinking
skills in primary grades. A few will be mentioned here.
Showing personal interest in things that are important to the
children encourages many aspects of develQpment. It encourages pupil initiative
in bringing ideas to school. It encourages pupils to share.
Teachers can extend e.wllrenes! of verbal meanings through their own
varied use of words. Small children need frequent contact with unfamiliar
words used in 8 familiar context and familiar words used in unfamiliar context.
Daily classroom situations provide a rich source for extended vocabulary.
An opportunity for developing critical thinking arises whenever a child
begins expressing his ideas through drawi~ and painting and usee his illus-
trations as basis for verbal communication. Ho may tell at ssme length abQut
the experience whi ch was the basis of his pi cture. This should be accepted and
appreciated. Then he should be asked te focus on the main idea. "'''hat is the
one most importe.nt thing you want to tell us about !l11 this?" As the child
becomes able to select the main idea, the one most important to him, he becomes
increasingly aware of the relative importance of ideas through actually making
such selections.
11vtelvin Howards, n'~~aYB and l,,!eans of Inlproving Critical He~dj.ng Skills, 11
Deve~9pi!lf;ComJ)Lelie!J!3~ion I!}Cll..!2inc!j Critictl.L l~ea.dint;, ed. ~·1ildred Dawson,
(Newark, Delaware: International Heading Association, 1968), p. 194.
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In the middle of .listerdng to a story on record the teacher can take
the needle off ~nd reise tho question~. "How do you suppose the story might
end? It After much speculation, some children from the group write out their
own ideas while others C~~ talk their thoughts to a tape recorder. As
children's skills increase with this activity, the beginning can be ornit.tej
and children can.6~ess about how the story might have started.
Teachers need to give the children opportunities to make decisions.
The children need to recognize that making decisions about things is a quite
difforent matter from making decisions which involve people. It is important
for the child to learn to respect the autonomy of others, to estimate how the
others involved would view or reel about the issue, to SQlicit other peints ef
:View. 1
From the above discussion it can be seen that there are many ways 8f
teaching critical thinking and reading to primary children. The teacher can
plan specific lessons or use the .PPG~tuniti.s that arise in the classroom
situatien. The impertant factor is that the teachors b~ aware of tho eppor-
tunitio8 that do present themselves.
Methods at the Intermediate Level
In the intermediato grades there should be well-pla.nned lessons in
developing critical reading skills. Most basal reador. do have a sequence
in developing critical thinking ~nd reading.
WilliL~8 made a study of basal readers and stated:
Systematic and gradual development of critical reading skills is
provided in several recent basic reading materials. Howover, the
content in these readers might be expanded and improved to offer
'Doris Lee, Altna Binehs.m, and Sue Woslfel, 11Critica.l Reading D~~
yelops Enrly, ed. Marjorie Johnson, (Newark, Delaware: International
Reading Association, 1968), pp. ,2-42.
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more pr£~ctical application of the higher thinking ·skills. 1
In using basal readers to teach critical reading skills, the teacher
should use the manual as a guide to make sure she is developing these skills
properly. Wil1i~~s also found. in his study that:
Well prepared teacher's manuals have been provided to Gffer sys-
tematic &ruidance in the essential thinking skills. However, the
non-use or misuse of these materials are responsible for the
unfavorable practices that nurture inaccurate and purposeless
reading skillse 2
Besides using basal readers to develop critical reading skills,
intermediate teachers can use. variety of activities to promote grQwth
in these skills. Intermediate grads teachers can help pupils build the
ability to read informative statements critically. Judging the validity of
reading matter is bost done by providing pupils with several books as sources
of information. In this way the pupil can discover that all books de» not
agree on ene subject, .r that a cortain statement is gut .r date, or that an
author can mako a misstatement. In this way the pupil will loarn that it is
all right fer him to question the truth of statements which he reads.
Durr lists four skills ossential to critical reading:
1. Distinguishing statements of fact from statements .f epiniens.
2. Recognizing assumptions and vague expressions.
,. Recognizing propaganda techniques.
4. Judging the competence of! the writer.~
Durr went on to say that the degree to which a. pupil can distinguish
between fact or opinion depends upon the maturity of the pupil and the
10ertrude Williams, "Provisions for Critical Reading in Ba~ic Readers,"
Elementary English, XXXVI (May, 1959), p. ,29.
2Ibid., p. ;29.
;Willinm K. Durr, Teaching Critical Readi~~in the Intermediate Grades,
(l{ew York: Houghton i\flifflin Company, 1967"), p. 4.
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procedures used in teaching this skill. He gave the following suggestions:
read and think it Qver, talk together with the class to answer certain
questions, let the child work by himself by giving a list of statements and
having him decide whether the statement is fnct or opinion. Then the pupil
should be encouraged to differentiate between f£tct and opinion sta.tements.
The teacher shQuld provide for practice in using the skill. 1
All pupils will not be able to perform the skill with the same degree
of competency. Individual differences Ihould be taken int. consideratien in
the activities that are provided. Fer pupils who are capable of gGing beneath
the issue of opinion or fact Durr li8ted these specific activities:
a. Write brief stories or descriptions and have pupils indicate
which sentences contain statements given a8 opinion.
b. Give the pupils sentences and then indicate whether each
sentence is opinion Qr fact.
c. Have pupils bring editorials frGm your local paper er the scheol
paper and examine the style that differentiates them from news
ateriea.
d. Bring selections written by different columnists and have your
pupils note whether the writers express their opinions about
issues. If possible, find columns which represent different
opinions en the same issue or compare a columnist's CGmments on
an event with a news report en the same event.
e. Have your pupils read and compare a biography of a famous person
with a fictionalized story about that perlon. 2
In teaching the three other skills, namely, recognizing assumptions
and vague expresaiQns, recognizing propaganda techniques and judging the
CQmpctence of the writer, Durr suggested the same steps as were used in dis-
tinguishing fact from Qpinion. The steps were: introducing the item, that is
read and think it over, talk together with the class, let pupils work by them-
selves and have the teacher provide practice in using the skill. The materials
'!.lli., pp. 8-10.
2Ibid., pp. 11-12.
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used for teaching these techniques should be many and varied. 1
The task of the teacher in helping pupils grow in critical reading
is to deterrrrine the background of the pupils and to take steps to provide the
experiences necessary for developing the skills. The teacher must be well-
organizrJd, bea critical reader herself, and nO,t be biased in a.ny way.
If intermediate children are going to g~ow in critical reading and
thinking skills they must have a good foundation in all reading skills. Many
authoritios point out that the critical skills must be built upon and grew
out of the other skills. It was also noted that tho curriculum contains many
opportunities. for the development of criti cal thinking. Every course can. con-
tribute to the growth of the child; however, the lessons must be carefully
planned and not left to chance.
Hill suggested that instead of using readers or conent area textbooks
to teach the skills necessary for critical roading, that books read for recre~
ation or as part of an individualized readi;ng program be used. OnItype of book
suggested .as biegraphy. Have the children .road biographies of one person by
.everal authors and comparo them as to what phases of the person's life wero
covered, whether there was any bias, whether the various versions were his-
torically true, and what fictionized details wero included.
Books about familios also intorest middle grade children. Pupils can
discuss the different types of families, their homes, their standards of
living and the ideas of discipline. In this way they can see hew families
differ and yet are all alike. This type of book also helps understanding of
family life of other cultures, ethnic and social groups and reduces bias and
prejudice.
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Another 'tIllY tQ use books to develop critical thinking is to hfl.Ve tlle
children write their version of how. book came to be written or how they would
have ended it.
studying the pictures in books and comparing the different styles is
another technique that can be used. Comparing the earlier books 3f an author
with his rnost recent book is an interesting and thought-provoking project.
Some of the basal reader stories are based on versiens of famous
children's boeks. Children can read original boeks and compare the stories
in the reader.
A final suggestion to help children read critically was t~e u.e of the
new.paper. The aCCQunts of important events can be c~mpared in several news-
papers. This can lead to the study of' the way news is ga.thered and reperted
and the effect that the printed werd has in their livea. 1
Flamend, in an informative ariticle on critical reading, gives a
practical suggestion for develGping the skill. in distinguishing between f&ct
and opinien.
Skill in differentiating between ract and opinion can be deve18ped
by requiring students to verify or pr@ve their statements. To say
that an anS\-ler ha.s been fGtund in .. story is not enough". - Students
should be required tG support their 8tatements of fact with verifi-
catiel:l. Verifi cation can be derived by inference 8,8 well as by
direct qUQtatien. An illustration ~f verification by inference, in
Answer tQ the question, "How do you know J&hri's msther was angry?"
might be derived from "liis metherts eyes;, flashed fire when John carne
home an hour late. II This statement requires the ..bili ty to inter~ret
• figure of speech in order to get the inferred meaning of anger.
In summarizing the discussion ef various methods in teachinz critical
thinking and reading skills in grades one to six, it can be .aid that there
are many ways in which critical reaction te reading can be encQuraged. In
1Jeralctine Hill, tt'fenching Critical Rea.ding in tho j.Jliddle Grades,"
~lementfJ,ry ~n~list~, .xxXIX (i:~5.rch, 1962), pp. 2'59-42.
2Ruth FlamonJ, "Critical ltending, tl Qriticnl deadin,e, ed. t,lartha L. ~ing,
Bernice D. ~llin~er, and ~ill.vene tlolf, (New York: Lippincott, 1967), p. 164.
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conclusion to the disCtlssion, 8. list of suggestions that can be applied to any
level of instruction will be presented. These suggestions were given by Gans:
1. Have a progr,uD in which children have experiences that challenge
~nu motivate reading that is not a patchwork, but that becomes an
integral part of the proera~ for all ages.
2. Have a progrum that encourages personal choice and the development
of taste that does not try to make children alike -- "the standard
brand.
}. Schools must encourage these ideas by a diff~rent concept of
selecting reading material and a different concept of budgeting
to buy these materials that are needed in this kind of program.'
The tern18 thinking, critical thinking, reading, and critical reading
were defined. The nature and importance of critical thinking in the primary
and intermedia~e grades was stressed. Emphasis was given to the fact that
critical thinking should be develQped frem primary grades. Factors influencing
critical thinking were discussed. Finally, various teaching techniques in de-
veloping critical thinking were presented for primary and intermediate grades.
'Roma ~ns, "Developing Critical Reading &s a Basic Skill," Reading in
Action, ed. Nancy Larrick, (NevID.rk, Dels:'lare: Internatia>nal Reading Aisociation,
1957), p. 127. .
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CHAPrER III
SUI~!}t1ARY
As stated in the intrQduction, thia survey of literature on
devoloping critical thinking was made to note the nature and importance
of critical thinking and reading and to note different methods of teaching
critical thinking skills. The writer hoped to communicate whatever helpful
information thore might be to teachers who are interested in developing the
skill. of critical thinking in their pupils. It was also hoped that
teachers would be made awaro of tho importance of developing critical thinking
&8 early as the primary years.
Findings of the Survey
The limited amount of resoarch done in critical reading has focused
on throo topics: critical reading as an ability distinct from general
reading ability, factQr8 affecting critical reading and the influonce of
instruction on the ability to read or think critically.
Studies en the naturo of critical reading and thinking indicated
that critical reading is an ability distinct f'rom general reading ability.
Tho findings reported that a common factor does pervade reading skills,
but that the ability to read well literally docs not insure the ability to
read well critically.
R~search has also shown that a major impediment to the development
of critical roaders has been the assumption by teachers that critical thinktng
will develop naturally and that instruction is not neceDs~ry. Durrell and
~o
Chmnbcrs claim: I1T~lC nbility to thirJc appears to rest upon training rather than .
upon inte lligence. "1
The writer also reviewed a few studies that reported on the factors
that influence critical thirucin& skills. These studies reported that there
are factors botllWithin readers and "li thin read inc; mS.te ri a1 s which irJ.fluence
critical reading performance. It was a1ao found that within limits teachers
can foster improvement.
Many authorities agreed on the following points. Some children have
learned to thicl~ critically beforo coming to school. Critical reading should
have its beginning in the primary grades. Tho level of achievement in critical
reading is controlled somewhat by the experiences of the reader and his abil-
ity to deal with them.
Implications
Critical thinking has many meanings. Some variations of ita meaning
have been presonted by quoting various authors. The viewpoint in this paper
was that critic..l thinking and critical reading have much in common. Thi.nking
must accompany reading. The reader should be able to eXL~ine material ob-
jectivcly, compare and make judgments, detect and analyze propaganda and
recognize distortions.
The results of the paper imply that critical thinking and reading
skills are not taught and acquired at any parti~ular level or with any special
material. Critical thinking and reading should be developmental, sequential
and continuous. Th.e cr.aprl8.sis in the reading program should not only by placed
on word recogni tion and Ii tera.l comprellension, but also on making judgments and
1I)onald Durrell ana .,J fi Richard Chambers, uResearch in Thinking Abil-
ities Rolated to l{eadinf~, J~ 9.rit~ c9.1 .H~?-..dingJ cd. l-.1s.rtha L. King, Berllice D.
Ellinger, and \~illavenc ~:olft (I'Jo9,v York: Lippincott, 1967), p. '}7.
reading between and beyond the lines.
Tho instruction must be effectivoj thorefore, it takes a toacher who
requires pupils to solve problems and raise questions and who encourages them
to do reading, exploring and analyzing. It also takes teachers who realize
the importance of critical reading even in the primary grades. The tea~hers
must allow time for discussion, mu.t see that all sides of a questioni are
presented. From primary level onward this can be dono in different degrees
of competency.
The following comment by Triggs seemed a fitting conclusion to
this discussion on the implications of this paper.
Thinking is the basis of critical reading and every child challenged
to use his ability can learn to read what for his level of understanding
is critical. It is failure to emphasize at all levels the critical
reading skills, along with the teaching to the lovel of mastery of the
basic reading skills, that causes somo of our students to accept as
truth wbatevor they see in print, failing to react personally in such
a way that fallacies become apparent. They never have learned to read
critically. 1
Conclusion
To read critically is te read intelligently. Such reading does not
occur by chance or automatically. Each teacher must make efforts to develop
this ability at every level of in8truction. Determined teachers can alter
the reading behavior o~ the pupils by helping oach one to be a thoughtful,
careful and critical reader.
1Frances Triggs, npromoting Growth in Critical Reading, " Critical
Readj~, ed. Marth& King, Bernice Ellinger and Willavene Wolf, (New York:
Lippincott, 1967), p. 69.
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